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managing director, Chaudhary Group

Touching Lives

B

asant Chaudhary’s personality is a blend of many things
special—business acumen, philanthropy, creativity,
compassion and purposefulness. And Chaudhary,
despite his enormous wealth, is not someone who
defines success in terms of the money one amasses.
Instead, he says, “Success ought to be measured by
how many faces you can put a smile on by connecting with their
lives. Money is just the by-product of the value you have added to
others’ lives. What we do for ourselves dies with us, what we do
for others and the world remains and is immortal.” Clearly, in those
terms, and even in terms of wealth, Chaudhary is a hugely successful
man. His is a multifaceted personality—a business leader giving
employment to thousands, a social worker touching the lives of
thousands of underprivileged people, a globe trotter attending high-
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profile international conventions, an aficionado of art and music, etc.
Yes, the life of the managing director of the largest conglomerate of
Nepal, Chaudhary Group, is indeed king size.
Under the CG flagship, Basant Chaudhary’s part of the business
includes the Norvic International Hospital, biscuit factories, mills,
dairy, blended foods, seed cultivation, and herbal products. Most
of these businesses are agro-based as that’s what he is interested
in, he says. “I want to touch people’s lives. Almost 1500 people
work for me and over 50,000 farmers are directly or indirectly
connected with me. In a way, they are my real family. I have this
sense of satisfaction that I am able to touch so many people’s
lives every day.” In fact, all of his business ventures have that
social welfare motive. Like Norvic, his dream project meant to
provide world-class health care to Nepalis. “It’s a feeling one

cannot put into words when people return
with smiling faces from Norvic. Then you feel
you have contributed something to other
people’s lives,” says the businessman-cumphilanthropist. Similarly, the establishment of
a blended food factory was his way of fighting
against the malady of malnutrition. Then there
was the now defunct Independent daily which
was his way of providing his countrymen
unbiased and independent news.
But things were not as grand when
he started off; in fact, it was a modest
beginning. Chaudhary was born and brought
up in Kathmandu in a typical business family.
He was a simple school-going lad travelling
by bus with 50 paisa as his pocket money.
He completed his SLC from Adarsha Vidya
Mandir and then graduated in commerce
from Public Youth Campus. In his school
days, he used to offer a helping hand at
the family run store, Arun Emporium,

in Khicapokhari. He worked there as a
salesperson helping the senior salespeople
get the clothes out of the shelves. After
a while, he was promoted as cashier.
Chaudhary says that this sales experience
helped him learn the tricks of business
right at an early age.
Right after college, his creative
instincts took over and he went on to
start an advertising agency of his own—in
1977/78. The family was not supporting
him financially—their eyes were on how
he would pull of the whole thing by
himself. “The business was quite good,”
remembers Chaudhary, “the first campaign
for the contraceptives Dhal and Nilocon
was undertaken by us. Then we designed
the logo of Lumbini Bikas Kosh. We also
had a recording studio which was the first
recording studio to be run by a private
company. Those were the days when there
was only the Radio Nepal studio.” He recalls
getting commercial artists from Bombay
for the purpose. He also started publishing
a “gossip magazine” called Urvasi which
turned out to be quite a hit back then.
However, he was forced to wind up the
company because he couldn’t find enough
employees with the requisite creative skills;
the job also demanded, he says, too much
of his personal attention. “It was more of
a compulsion to close down rather than a
choice,” he explains.
A huge testimony to his creativity was
the establishment of the English daily, The
Independent. The product was the result
of the changing demographics brought
about by the people’s revolution in 2046.
With the advent of democracy, it was his
desire to provide Nepali citizens with
unbiased news regarding politics and other
developments. It was the first privately-run
English daily; there was only the state-run
Rising Nepal at that time as competition.
And the paper did well. All the best names
in journalism were working for the paper,
he recalls. “It was the first credible English
daily from the private sector. It was often
sought out by embassies and various
thinktanks for its opinions. The news
was balanced and unbiased.” However,
the tables slowly started to turn once the
malignant practices of democracy took
hold; political values deteriorated and the
media began to face a moral crisis. Each
media agency had to be aligned with a
political party or the other for its survival.
So, after successfully running Independent
for a decade, Chaudhary wound it up,
realising that there was no more room
for honesty and justice. “When I called
it ‘Independent’, I didn’t want it to be
dependent on other groups. I wanted it

to stand by my principle. I cannot sacrifice
my morals for money and power,” he says,
expressing no remorse over the decision
that he took.
What followed was even more interesting.
After his mother died, Chaudhary made a
public statement that something needed
to be done to develop the area around
the Pahsupati temple. He worked in the
Pashupati Area Development Trust as a
member secretary for a little over five years.
During this tenure, he helped initiate the Ten
Year Development Master Plan to develop
the holy site as a major destination for
religious tourism. Under his leadership, all
the unauthorised settlements of the local
community were cleared. About 117 houses
were cleared and the affected families
effectively resettled. “Today, everybody can
see the change and feel the difference. I have
felt that this is a cause that has touched the
hearts of Hindus all over the world. This is
no doubt that this is the best social project
that I have ever been involved in; it has given
me immense satisfaction,” says Chaudhary
proudly.
Apart from social work and business,
Chaudhary is also a well-known face
among the art and music fraternity. He is
the author of several books and poetry
collections. Some among his best includes
Megha and Sambad. He has also made
his mark as a music composer, with four
albums to his name. Right from childhood,
the music bug was in him—he would write
and sing songs; but it was all a private affair.
It was only after Dipak Jangam, a famous
lyricist, advised him in 1999 to not limit his
creativity to himself that Chaudhary took
to public stage. And it has been quite a
successful run since then.
For Chaudhary, this is also a time to
look back—at all the struggles that he had
to go through, the days he spent at the
customs office waiting for his goods to be
cleared, the long hours at office, and the
painstaking efforts that he and his brothers
made to take CG to the highest of levels.
He is now a content man. He says. “It’s
satisfying to see the end result. The sense
of achievement and success tends to wipe
away all your pains.”
The man has now set a deadline for his
retirement. But he plans to continue with
his work in the fields of literature, music
and culture. Here’s how Chaudhary views
the future: “I have already set a deadline
to retire within five years. My daughter
has started looking after my part of the
business. That is why I have set up CG
Entertainment to work in the fields of art,
culture and music. This is something I have
always wanted to do.”
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